
AUDIENCE COMMENTS FOR TRUMPTON COMES ALIVE!

12th December - Latest Music Bar, Brighton (World Premiere)

It made me feel all warm and fuzzy. A triumph.

Tim Bick

Fantastic fare - favourite gig of the year! 

Seth Morgan

That was the best and loveliest gig I've ever been to, and I've been to a lot. I beamed in wonder  
from start to finish – amazing, perfect. Such a brilliant idea – wonderfully excuted.

Jerry Rulf

It brought back great memories – and I never even watched it!? Five star entertainment! Glen  
Richardson was hilarious... 

Alan Fred Pipes

Best gig of the year. It was the most beautiful evening – nail it and it would be heaven. I wanted to  
bring my sisters. You'll be doing a national service if you take it on tour. Tour this and you'll be pay  
magnets. Top cabaret and sensational musicianship skills. Would like a matinee on the bandstand  
for the Festival!

Poppy Manley

Total winner of a show. Best thing I've seen/heard in ages. I'd love to see some slides of the  
characters. Beautiful!!! Funny, moving...

Jason Pegg

Fabulous – lots of lovely memories. Well done! Brilliant work. Glen Richardson was a great host.  
Can't wait to see it again.

Anne Jackson

***** A sure-fire Edinburgh hit!!

Anon.

COMMENTS FROM FACEBOOK

Last night's Trumpton Comes Alive was a delight - Adrian Oxaal and Stephen Wrigley playing  
guitars, and Glen Richardson singing the Brian Cant songs and telling us all about Trumpton ( 'a  
place so white that Gyles Brandreth would be considered Jamaican'). 'Lots have things have  
changed since Trumpton...Nowadays, everyone doesn't have their own song.' Let's hope they do it  
again, and again.
Peter Chrisp
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